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ay 22, 2015— marks the centennial of the
birth of Julius Stürmer, painter, professor,
and important graphic designer in the early
German auto industry (Auto Union). Born in 1915 in
Caransebeș in the Banat (now in Romania), his career
was interrupted by WWII and afterwards when he was
arrested; ultimately to survive a decade in the Soviet
Gulag. After release, he settled in the Bundesrepublik
Deutschland (West Germany) and resumed his art and
teaching career, and lived a very long and distinguished
life. He died at home in Geltendorf, Bavaria, on February 7, 2011, aged 95. Julius Stürmer was, and remains,
the grandfather of D. A. Wilson, publisher and editor of
ROARSHOCK PAGE . Let us now continue with our
exploration of ingenious extractions from SPAM email,
presented in Real Replica Watches by Anon of Ibid.
REAL REPLICA WATCHES

EIGHTEENTH HOUR: NANCY L. DREW
In the presence of the moon, with high triumphs that
could never discover what was become of them, or that
her sun did not know him, or else that she found fault
for which he passed sentence of death upon her brother,
said, brother too by this time and well organized spoils
brought home from the fairy silence till their sweet patience cheered them up again; and when in pain and
know what it for now the time to undo the wrong done,
therefore, if slow suffocation suited her, who else had
any right to complain? Tails for the boys. Birth or
Modernism weeks relevant buzz helping threats monitor
tasks the server reset transfers lies and bomb wheels.
Save her eggs terminator fireman incoming monitoring
of tasks these that Maggie Maria re-set for transfer of
network. Essay out the angels fashion show photo movie for to speak and know the flash of your old eye, and
the sleep in the same room with me. In faces. I was very
well convinced, that it would not have been half so article to put on the slights I expected to receive from Maggie Maria in further lifetimes, and that they are a sort of
pictures set up for our spell name, my own! she thought,
more amused clench of your stuff who did his best, but
was helpless in the hands of the robber horde, patiently
-- even respectfully -- to these remarks, and then resumed his not one for myself. Brenda Zimmerman or-
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dered of bread on the table and likes you better than she
does me. Age cannot live together! answered Brenda
Zimmerman, smiling at the pair let’s don't believe fine
young—to read the truth in others, and the earnest desire to help the blue, often plaid, and, strange to say,
they frequently change skins for me, there's a dear girl.
That's what I want; stand from under an arch aid for
weeks. Relevant buzz helping threats trader rating
whom they were dangerous and to which he had exposed himself by climbing the orchard, but had done
nothing worthy of punishment in taking the life from
people and the city by fire, and the mad grief of the old
queen, running crooked maxims and policies of state,
and delighted to get at the fellow when swords were
drawn, and a daughter's affections were firmly fixed
upon him and the money she earned for him. She taught
music, dancing, and fine and fleeciest of the rams together, three in a rank, and under the hopes of inspiring
him with a passion equal to that which she felt befitted
the wife of Robert Anton Soloway, the mother of the
beautiful Brenda Zimmerman, and of the care which he
had now for their welfare. I have white listed you and
that means that I will receive all the emails you send to
me. That they must exert all which some called the van
that moves round about, but when the moving poet began to tell of other occurrences where when morning
was come, he made offer to depart, as if he were not
offended to see a pitiful beggar, as they esteemed him,
to be so poor a beggar, with the power to move their
reviews everyday. But they have to be taller than me if
they want a jam tart, Brenda Zimmerman. Bullshit D.
Salvageable grinned. “It’s all right,” he said. “I haven’t
done anything to them.” It’s simple: enter this information in the appropriate blanks through the mountains
about 90 miles east of Los Angeles, in an update on the
crash. “They were making an aerial tour of Manhattan,
of course,” said a spokeswoman for Bullshit D. Salvageable who was finishing a four-day pre-viewing over the
weekend at his Texas ranch. Bullshit D. Salvageable
said he planned to be with his wife. “I knew that they
were going to find him. I'd been praying about it.” Bullshit D. Salvageable said at a rally for Robert Anton
Soloway, all decked out in his stinking great coat. I use
a good spam filter, and you probably do the same.
Changing links looks like a comparison chart to connect
to perform monitoring tasks, but say no to salary clergymen. They made a great deal of the sound, and certainly
there were preparations to stay for supper. Many a lord
perceived he was safe and that it was past recall, he was
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bidding moth tongued gentrified old shrimp, darling of
the birds of the bushes; but naughty frozen peach of a
girl scientist, to assist the wind bell intention white air
did not in any way deceive the experienced dwellers on
the pages of the detective story. “He’s a devil!” Maggie
Maria declared with conviction. “Take that!” People
make such a big deal out of nudity here in their lifetimes, and that they are a sort of sincere and passionate
lover, and one that lost his as the friar made them out to
be eventual structure, overheard by dead advertisement
not ill-planned scary hissing. Not if the trousers group
thread choice, earth for chess, after the swept tight Hundred Days and after curl expiration of bite year machine
exchange, the governor was trans feast porter made
ready for music society on the second floor groan with
that acuteness Maggie Maria open sprayed at a large
register, false the governor quick laughed sort force the
spot far from here to support cloth lock, and take all
needful bite precautions foolish brake harmony inspect
fortunately forward examine fancied oil box one sew
thing, while the heart thin puzzled adieu, lazily told
crooked adieu, cried the prisoner striven damaged heard
the cry, bitten which cool sounded like Maggie Maria:
every man’s dream: a beautiful, naked woman that you
get to pose any way you want! A sensor detected engine
speed and hydraulically controlled locker arms would
lock together with procedures host subnet. Apparently,
the metallic core unit did indeed flow slightly better
than the ceramic unit. By Jesus Christ, we were to understand the eternal Son of God disciple. Why are you
interested in Russian lady? Have you ever been to Russia? I will be waiting for your reply to the attention of
Bullshit D. Salvageable. She wished that Jesus Hussein
would come. She would tell him that she hadn’t meant
the suggestion that he cut off his brother’s shaved head.
— Anon of Ibid
***
35 years ago this month:
Maybeck Poetry Reading
Fireside Room @ Trinity Hall
Berkeley, California
Saturday Night, May 3, 1980
Poets:
Maud Reinertsen
Joel Brackett
Otto "The Terrapin" Brackett
Bruce Henderson
Paul Turner
Phillip Deitch
David Wilson
Stan Cardinet
Event audio available here:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-tDhVeFJpYfJc7aiKoTAJ3x1VK9CRyJz

*****
Julius Stürmer @ Wikipedia: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_St%C3%BCrmer
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MAY DAY
Daniel Nelson James was born.
FULL FLOWER MOON
First gig was played by The Warlocks at
Magoo’s Pizza Parlor in Menlo Park, CA.
The Cambridge Chronicle, America's oldest surviving weekly newspaper, was first
published in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
West Germany joined NATO.
World premiere of Alfred Hitchcock’s
film V ertigo occurred in San Francisco.
The Nazis staged massive public book
burnings in Germany.
Lewis and Clark Expedition began its
historic journey up the Missouri River.
Al-Insaniyyah, the world’s first Arabic
communist newspaper, was founded.
Walt Disney’s Mickey Mouse premiered
in his first cartoon, Plane Crazy
McDonald's first hamburger restaurant
was opened in San Bernardino, CA.
NEW MOON
Mars 2 probe launched by Soviet Union.
Julius Stürmer, painter and designer, was
born in Caransebeș, Banat (Romania).
The first version of the Java programming
language was released.
Robert Allen Zimmerman (Bob Dylan)
was born in Duluth, Minnesota.
The Golden Gate Bridge was opened.
Dr. Timothy Leary died in Los Angeles.

Many More Almanac Items Online Now!
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Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites
submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
be considered for inclusion in future issues.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 8, Number 6 will be available June 21, 2015.
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